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Open bar aluminium, Galvanised Steel and Farm Gates:

maximum size of Gate for the csG series
1.

2m
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5m wide
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4m wide

4.5m wide

pre-installation check list

If this Operator is installed on a gate that is too large it may not work properly.  Gates that have filled 
in cladding are more prone to wind forces so cannot be as wide.  

Solid timber Gates, Gates with sheet metal cladding and Chain link Gates 
in areas with light to moderate wind:

note: Outward opening gates run twices as fast so the relative gates size 
is 3/4 that of an inward opening gate.
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will the operator fit on your Gate?
The CSG Series swing gate operator can be fitted within the following:

300mm

gate post 
or wall gate 

is hung 
from

open direction

open gate

gate post

wall or 
fence

there must be 
no less than 
250mm behind 
the gate when 
open (Note: 
if less than 
600mm   a 
special channel 
arm must be 
used, which is 
available as an 
accessory)

closed gate

the maximum the Gate can be from the back of the post:

minimum Space behind 
an open Gate Gates that are set higher off the ground 

to clear a sloping driveway
the csg series can be used on a gate 
set as high off the ground as you like 
as single gates stop against a receiving 
post.

Gates that use a rising hinge to clear a 
sloping driveway
the csg series can be installed on a ris-
ing gate so long as the gate is less than 
50kg and the gate doesn’t rise more than 
250mm for a 4m wide gate.

Gates that are outward opening.
the csg series can be installed on an 
outward opening gate but the gate will 
open twice as fast so can only be 3/4 the 
width of an inward opening gate.

maximum Gate Opening angle is 120O

the csg series can be installed on 
gates with an opening angle up to 120o 

but does not hold the gate as well as 90o 
when closed so an electric lock is recom-
mended.  

an extra long arm is available as an accessory to allow the operator to be set 
back further than 300mm from the gate if necessary.
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Gate operator frequency of use

environment suitable for operator
the swg-24v-ind-s is suitable for outdoor use so long as it is not exposed for 
long periods to saltly air or other corrosive substance that may cause premature 
deterioation of components of the gate, gate operator or accessores that may 
be connected to the operator.

this gate operator is rated for InduStRIal  use, which is any housing es-
tates, commercial or industrial Building car parks or entry ways that have any-
thing up to continuous use.  

battery back up System
this operator has a 24v 7ah back up battery as standard that take over if the 
mains power fails.  it will provide up to 200 operations over a four hour period or  
last for 1 day or more if not used depending on how many accessories are fitted.

upgrading the battery back up
the Battery Back up capacity can be increase if desired by adding extra bat-
teries.  if using more than a 20ah battery its a good idea to also upgrade the 
charge regulator to improve recovery time it batteries are run flat.

battery Conditioning during normal use
during normal use when the motor starts up it draws power from the battery, 
which keeps it conditioned for reliable operation as batteries need to be used  
regularly for them to work properly.  this also means that the operator must 
have a battery connected before it will work properly.

low Voltage power Cable
the Battery conditioning arrangment also allows the power transformer to be 
away from the gate and low voltage power cable only run to the gate.  this 
is because any current that is too high for the low voltage cable is taken up by 
the battery.

Solar powered
run from the Battery during normal use, which is charged from a solar panel.  
they need at least a 100ah battery to run for up to 300 operations per day for 
10 days straight with no charge.  the solar panel needs to be large enough to 
recharge the battery in full sun in three days or longer if cloudy.  a 24v 80watt 
solar panel will do this.  this also requires a larger charge regulator, a 24v 6a 
or larger is required.
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important safety instructions!

COnSIdeRInG the GeneRal publIC:

when installing an automatic gate that will be entered from a public road 
way, make sure the Gate is placed far enough from the road to prevent traffic 
congestion.

the gate must be installed in a location that provides adequate clearance 
between it and adjacent structures when opening and closing to reduce risk of 
entrapment.  Swing gates must not open into public access areas!

install the gate operator on the inside of the property and fence line. dO nOt 
install an opener on the outside of the gate where the public has access to it.

the gate and gate operator must comply with any applicable local council 
regulations.

COnSIdeRInG the uSeRS:

industrial gate operators must use point to point safety photocells to help 
prevent the gate closing on any vehicle using the gate.

it is also recommended that a seperate small side gate is used for pedestrians 
particularly if there will be children, disabled or elderly people using the gate.

if push buttons, key switches or digital keypads are installed, they should be 
within sight of the gate but not placed so the user will be tempted to reach 
through the gate to activate the gate operator.

uSeR awaReneSS:

it is important to make sure everyone that will be using the gate is aware of the 
following dangers associated with automatic Gates:  do not contact any part of 
the gate or walk in the path of the gate while it is moving.  never let children 
play with the gate controls.  do not attempt to “beat the gate” while it is closing.  
this is extremely dangerous.

in the event you sell the property, make sure the new owners have a copy of 
these instructions.  If you lose the instructions they can be downloaded from:
www.grantsautomation.com.au.
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tools and hardware required

the tOOlS yOu’ll need InClude:

A basic set of hand tools will be required including: side cutters, pliers, wire 
strippers, a range of phillips head screw drivers, a small flat head screw driver 
for terminal block screws, a socket set or shifting spanner.  

you’ll also need a tape measure, marking pen, an elecric drill with hammer 
action and variable speed control and a selection of drills bits.

if you’re going to be doing your own low voltage cabling a pair of conduit cutters 
are handy although a hacksaw can also be used.  if you wish to chase cabling 
across the driveway you will need either a 230mm angle grinder with masonary 
grinding disc or a hand held concrete cutter.   you can hire these if necessary.  
if you’ll be running cabling across a lawn or garden you’ll need a spade and 
mattock for digging a low trench.  if it’s a long run then a small powered trench 
digger can be hired to do the job. 

yOu may alSO need theSe ItemS beFORe InStallatIOn

for systems with accessories low Voltage Cable is required see “cabling 
requirements” for more information.
you may also need conduit, which is available from electrical trade 
suppliers and hardware stores.

for mains powered systems you will require power cable installed to the hinge 
side of the gate only.  check with local regulations before installing a mains 
cable yourself, you may need a registered electrician to do this for you.
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preparinG the Gate

make sure that the gate has been properly installed and swings freely in both 
directions.  repair or replace all worn or damaged gate hardware prior to 
installation.  gate posts less than 150mm wide should be made from steel not 
timber.  replace posts where necessary.  a freely moving gate will require less 
force to operate and will enhance the performance of the operator and give a 
long working life.

the gate muSt be plumb, level and swing freely on it hinges (with the exception 
of rising gates that are not plum).  Wheels must not be attached to 
support the Weight of the gate.  the gate must move throughout its 
arc without binding or dragging on the ground.  Note: gates over 100kg should 
have ball bearing hinges with grease fittings.

hard stop or magnetic clamp (if used)
operator with Built in 
control electronics

gate posts must be secured into the ground with concrete so to minimize twist 
or flex when the operator is activated. 

Brick or concrete block posts should have a solid concrete footing, be core filled 
with concrete and should have steel reinforcing tying the concrete footing with 
the core filling.

The Gate Operator holds the gate firmly when closed but an magnetic clamp 
is recommended for gates with a lot of flex wider than 2m or rigid framed gates 
wider than 3m.
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Gate position on post

the Gate must be no more than 300mm from the back of the post unless 
an extra long arm is used, which is available as an accessory.

Gates that open up aGainst a fence or wall

there must be at least 250mm behind the gate if it opens up against a 
fence or wall.   If less than 600mm a special channel bracket is required, 
which is available as an accessory. 
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liftinG Gate for slopinG driveway

for driveways that slope up as you drive in the gate can be lifted so it clears the 
ground when it opens.  the steeper the driveway the larger the gap under the 
gate when it is closed.

risinG Gate for slopinG driveway

for driveways that slope up as you drive in the gate can have rising hinges 
fitted.  The steeper the driveway the more the gate must rise.  The SWG-24V-
ind-s will only handle a rise of 250mm over 4m with a 50kg gate leaf per side.  
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outward openinG Gate for slopinG driveway

for driveways that slope up as you drive in the gate can be made to swing 
outwards but the gate should be set back so it doesn’t open out onto the street.  
the automatic operator should be installed inside of the gate so it won’t be 
tampered with and requires a special outward swinging arm. 

Gate with wide openinG anGle

gates opening up to 120o can be automated but the size of the gate reduces as 
the opening angle increases, should also have a magnetic clamp fitted.
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SaFety phOtOCellS
photocells are a safety device that prevent the gate from closing on a vehicle.  
they are COmpulSaRy wIth InduStRIal GateS

a photocell consists of 
a point to point invisible 
infrared Beam of light 
transmitted from one side 
of a gate to the other.  a 
vehicle travelling through 
the gate will break the 
beam.
r e f l e c t o r 
types are not 
r e c o m m e n d e d  
outdoors!  
with swing gates two 
sets or more photocells 
are necessary to get full 
coverage.  

photocells prevent gate closing on a car

if either photocells beam is broken by a vehicle, the gate won’t close, until the 
vehicle has passed and beam is remade.  the photocell can also be used to 
control the closing of the gate.

accessories that can be added
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dIGItal keypad, CaRd aCCeSS and/OR InteRCOm

to allow access to visitors or tradesman any brand of digital keypad, card 
access system and/or intercom can be installed (provided the intercom has a 
door release feature).

a digital keypad or proximity card 
system allows access to anyone with 
the correct pin number or card.

an intercom allows visitors to call the 
house and speak with the occupier.  if 
the occupier wishes to let the visitor in 
they can press a button on the intercom 
inside to open the gate.  

GROund lOOp VehICle deteCtOR

a ground loop in the driveway detects any vehicles approaching the gate and 
opens it automatically to let them out. pedestrians cannot use the ground loop 
to open the gate, which is a safe guard from anyone jumping the fence.

ground loop in 
driveway used to 
detect vehicles
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cablinG requirements

inner photocell

outer photocell

digital keypad or 
card access

intercom

to intercom
 inside station

to p
ow

er s
ource 

240va
c

 m
ains

baSIC CablInG GuIde

Full CablInG GuIde

operator

for a gate swung from the left side the operator and power cable will be on 
the opposite side.  cable for the electric lock may run in the gate frame.  the 
240vac mains  should be kept at least 100mm away from any low voltage 
cabling.

digital keypad, card access, keyswitch or press Button

ground loop

operator
electric lock

to p
ow

er s
ource 

240va
c

 m
ains
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type and size of cable

For accessories
0.4mm diameter (0.12mm2) or 0.65mm diameter (0.33mm2) outdoor telephone 
cable is ideal for connecting photocells, digital keypads and intercoms as this 
cable has a tough outer sheath and is gel filled to protect it from moisture.  cat 
5e and indoor phone cable is fine to use so long as it isn’t exposed to moisture 
for prolonged periods.  if using security cable this must be a conduit that is fully 
sealed to prvent any exposure to moisture.

For an electric lock
if the lock is on the gate then use a flexible cable such as figure 8 (turrup, 
speaker or audio cable) or mains flex.  do not use automotive cable or solid 
cored cable such as telephone cable or tps as this will eventually break.  if 
the lock is on the post and the cable must go in the ground then use either 
automotive cable, tps or 0.65mm dia outdoor telephone cable with the pairs 
doubled up.

240V mains at Gate
mains power is best hard wired to the operator.  if an outdoor power point is 
used the can be turned off so is not recommended.  you will need a registered 
electrician to do this for you.

low Voltage Systems
don’t need a register electrican because all power at the gate is 24v.  a plug in 
transformer is supplied that can plug in anywhere there is power or can be hard 
wired by an electrician.  low voltage garden lighting cable only is required 
between the transformer and the gate operator.  2mm2 cable is good for up to 
25m and 4mm2 for up to 50m.
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the swg-24v-ind-s swing gate operator consists of an electro-mechanical 
operator with built in electronic controls

gate mounting Bracket

how it works

when the operator is activated by remote 
control or other control device, it pulls the 
gate open or pushes it closed (or vise versa 
for outward opening gates)  with its articulated 
arm connected to the gate with a connecting 
arm.

either limit switches, hard stops or a 
combination of both can be used to determine 
the open and close limits of the gate.  the 
electronic controls also continually monitor 
the loading on the gate so if it is obstructed it 
will reverse direction for safety.  

gate operator with 
Built in electronic 
controls

as the articulated arm 
rotates it pulls the 
gate open or pushes 
it closed

articulated arm

connecting arm
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step 1 - fit the operator to the Gate post

8 steps to installinG the csG series

The Gate Operator must be fitted securely  
to the gate post so it doesn’t work loose 
over time.

if the post is less than 250mm wide then 
an angle bracket is required to enable 
secure fixing. 

each operator must be set far enough 
along a post to allow the gate to open 
fully.

If the post is angled - particular care 
must be taken with the positioning of the 
operator so it doesn’t obstruct with the 
gate when open or too far.

post

operator must be 
positioned so the 
gate can open 
fully

gate open

angled 
post

operator set 
along post far 

enough so it 
doesn’t obstruct 

with the gate 
when fully open.

gate open

for gate posts 
less than 250mm 
wide use an 
angle bracket for 
fixing to post.
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allOwInG enOuGh CleaRanCe behInd an Open Gate

using the standard arm a 
minimum clearance of 600mm 
is required behind a gate that 
opens up against a fence or 
wall.

for a clearance less than 
600mm a special channel arm 
is available that is suitable for 
clearances down to 250mm 
(width of the operator).

600mm

250mm
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wIde Gate pOStS

using the standard arm the gate must be within 300mm from the back of the 
post.  an extra long arm is available as an accessory to allow fitting of the 
operator further back.

RISInG GateS

a rising gate has the bottom hinge offset so the gate will rise in the air as it 
opens to allow for a sloping driveway.  the automatic gate operator is required 
to lift some of the gates weight which limits the size of the gate.  the articulated 
arm and conected arm to the gate allow some movement for a 4m wide gate to 
rise 250mm but the operator must be fitted on a slight angle to also allow this 
to be possible.

300mm

Gate Closed

Bottom hinge ofset 
to make gate rise up 
when it opens
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note: opening angles wider than 110o are not recommended for fully clad 
gates as the wider the opening angle the less torque the motor can apply to 
the gate.  

OpenInG anGle mORe than 90O

for wider opening angles the operator needs to be set further along the gate 
post to prevent it obstructing with the gate when open.  the maximum opening 
angle is 120o.

operator needs to be set 
further along the gate post   
so it doesn’t obstruct with the 
open gate.

gate open to 120o
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OutwaRd OpenInG GateS

an outward opening gate is one that opens out towards the road with the gate 
operator inside the property, so instead of pulling the gate open the actuator 
pushes it open.  the operator is fitted the same but the articulated arm rotates 
in the opposite direction and does run twice as fast so maximum gate size is 
reduced by to 3/4 to that of an inward opening gate.

as an alternate the operator may be fitted to the outside of the gate so it works 
exactly the same as an inward opening gate but opening outwards.

note: for outward opening gates the red and black motor wires must be reversed so black 
goes to act+ and red to act-
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the heIGht OF the OpeRatOR

the operator may connect to any strong horizontal rail of the gate.  if on the 
middle rail the gate will twist less if someone attempts to force it open although 
an operator looks best on the bottom rail and sometimes will not fit on the top.

use a spirit level to run a line from the centre of the gate rail across to the the 
top two mounting holes of the operators mounting plate.

if either gate leaf rail is not square because of the slope of the driveway, then you 
will need to find the approximate position on the gate where the ‘gate mounting 
Bracket’ will fit, then use a straight edge and level or laser level to  run your line 
from there.  to find the approximate position of the ‘gate mounting Bracket’  
measure 1.4m for inward opening gates or 700mm  for outward opening gates 
from the centre of the operators mounting plate.  

gate operators mounting plate
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FIxInG the OpeRatORS mOuntInG plate tO the pOSt.

for core filled Brick or concrete block posts m16 x 150mm dyna Bolts, coach 
screws + wall plugs or chemset fastenings should be used.

Brick posts must be core filled with concrete and the operator must be fixed to 
the concrete core filling not the brick.  Brick doesn’t have the physical strength 
required by the operator.  Bricks are normally 90mm wide so 150mm long 
coach screws, dyna Bolts or chemset fastenings will be needed to reach the 
core filling.  if not they’ll more than likely pull out.  

to fix the mounting plate to narrow timber or metal posts it’s best to bolt right 
through the post for the strongest holding.  posts less than 250mm wide will 
need extra strengthening.  the mounting plate can be welded to steel posts 
only and extra strengthening welded too if necessary.
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lift the operator in place and fix it to the mounting plate using the supplied nuts 
and washers.  if not using the mounting plate use spacers to ensure the cover 
has adaquate clearance from the post.

FIxInG the OpeRatOR tO the  mOuntInG plate.

open small door 
with supplied key 
to access manual 
release

manually ReleaSe the OpeRatOR

using the supplied key the small door on the side of the operator can be opened 
for access to the manual release.  reach inside and turn the knurled knob in-
side anti-clock wise to manually release the operator.  to re-engage turn the 
knob clockwise.
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step 2 - fit the Gate mountinG bracket.

repeat the same to fit the gate mounting Bracket to the connecting arm.

fit the connecting arm to the articulated arm with the brass self aligning bushing 
inserted in place first then the connecting arm slipped over this secured them in 
place with the cap screw, washers and nylock nut.

connecting arm

articulated arm

gate mounting Bracket
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if you Wish to use a close stop make the angle 20o to allow for any 
flexing of the gate and preventing the arm from ‘crossing over’.

use the supplied cup head bolts to fix the gate mounting Bracket to the gate.  
do not use self drilling screws from the inside as these can pull out.  using bolts 
right through the gate frame is the strongest.

10o

now with the gate held in the closed position set the connecting arm 10o off 
square with the articulated arm to find the position of the gate mounting Bracket 
on the gate.  mark the mounting hole centres.  
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step 3 - install cablinG
check with local regulations before installing any mains voltage cabling yourself, 
you may need a registered electrician to do this for you.  normally any cable for 
voltage lower than 32vac or 50vdc you can do your self without a license.

if you need to run low voltage cable across a concrete or bitumen driveway or 
path and you don’t want to cut a large groove you can chase a much smaller 
groove using a 9” angle grinder with a masonry grinding disc (not a cutting 
disc).  make it deep enough so there is 5mm or so space above the cable when 
installed.  use an expansion gap where possible as this requires less work. 
make sure the cable will not be pinched if between two slabs of concrete that 
can shift with ground movement.

fix the cable into the groove using clear plumbers silicon (non acidic) or other 
flexible sealer in the clean groove before the cable and again after, making sure 
it sticks to both sides of the groove.  if the path or driveway has lawn or garden 
edges make sure the cable isn’t exposed or accessable to edge trimmers or 
spades by running the groove down the edge and into conduit just under the 
edge of the driveway.  you’ll need to dig a hole next to the driveway to do this.

if the driveway meets a post and you need to go around it then chase a groove 
where you can with the angle grinder then use a rotary hammer drill as a mini 
jack hammer for the corners and fiddly bits.  

conduit runs under path to 
keep it safe

cable run in groove cut in concrete with 
silicon top and bottom

dig hole at edge of concrete

if lawn or garden edge, run groove 
down edge of concrete
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tips for runninG low voltaGe cable yourself.
always use conduit if running cable in grass, open ground, gardens or 
pebbles.
conduit should be buried deep enough so it is out of harms way.  for 
existing lawns, pebbled areas or if run along side a driveway then buried 
just below the surface is fine.  for open ground, gardens and area’s where 
there is likey to be other digging going on then conduit should be buried at 
least 300mm deep.
never make joints in cable directly in the ground.  if you must join cable, 
either bring it up well above the ground and have the joint protected from 
the elements by a weather proof junction box or put a pit in the ground 
to make sure the joint is sitting in the air within the pit and cannot be 
submerged in water.

step 4 - terminate cablinG

the terminal blocks on the control 
board unplug to allow easier and 
better connections.

make sure all strands of the wire are 
tightly held by the terminal block.  
stray strands can cause a short 
circuit.

this operator requires a 240vac single phase power supply that charges a 
battery at high current so is suitable for continuous use.  the 240v mains supply 
must be hard wired so power isn’t turned off by passes by running the battery  
flat.   a key locked isolating switch may be used for authorised personal to turn 
the power off.    terminals for the mains power supply are found inside the 
operator along with the control board where all accessories connected..  
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CSG SeRIeS GeneRal wIRInG dIaGRam

antenna

sheild
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stop
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gnd                                          
v+
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n.o.
n.c.
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motor 1 
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only once gate limits are set 
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unit

24v Battery
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240vac 
mains supply

chassis 
ground

osc p/B

learn p/Bs for re-
mote controls

learn p/Bs 
for limits and 
preferences

these shunts must be in place as no 
limit switches are used

motor 2 
for double 

gates

a
c

t+

a
c

t-
r

edB
la

ck

240v - 22v 160va transformer may be external

35a rectifier unit 
24vdc output

- +

35a 
diode

22vac input

photocell
receiver

gnd
v+
com
n.o.
n.c.

photocell
transmitter

v+
gnd
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teRmInatInG an eleCtRIC lOCk

if fitting a 24vdc electric strike lock or an electromagnetic clamp they can be 
connected directly to the control Board.  if fitting a 12v strike lock a  resistor 
must be used.   the factory setting for the lOCk/lIGht output is for an 
electric strike lock. see “setting up the lock/light output” section for 
information on how to change this for an electromagnetic clamp.

teRmInatInG a 12VdC maGnetIC Clamp OR aC StRIke lOCk

if using a 12vdc electromagnetic clamp or an ac strike lock, there isn’t 
a suitable source of power from the control board so you will need to use a 
seperate supply and a relay to get this to work.  2a 24vdc relays are available 
as an accessory.  a diode should be used with dc locks or a surge protector for 
ac locks.  these are usually supplied with the lock.  

24vdc strike lock
or magnetic clamp

v+
grd

lo
c

k
 -

lo
c

k
 +

Bottom right of control board

12vdc strike lock

v+
grd

lo
c

k
 -

lo
c

k
 +

8r2 5w
resistor

v+
grd

lo
c

k
 +

24vdc
relay
v+
gnd.
com
n.o.
n.c.

power
source
for 
lock

lo
c

k
 -

+

12vdc electro-
magnetic clamp 
or ac strike lock
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teRmInatInG a lIGht

li
g

h
t+

light
either 
continuous 
or self 
flashing

24vdc
relay
v+
gnd.
com
n.o.
n.c.

li
g

h
t 

-

power
source
for 
light

teRmInatInG SaFety phOtOCellS
safety photocells use a normally closed connection to the control board.  if 
either photocells light beam is broken by a vehicle while the gate is closing it will 
be reversed back open again.  the gate will not close until the both photocell 
light beams are remade and vehicle is clear.  if photocell closing delay option is 
activated (dip 3 on) the gate will begin to close after the photocell close delay 

gnd
24v+

pc

photocell
receiver

gnd
v+
com
n.o.
n.c.

photocell
transmitter

v+
gnd

photocell
receiver

gnd
v+
com
n.o.
n.c.

photocell
transmitter

v+
gnd

note: photocells must be 
aligned properly other wise 
they may prevent the gate 
from closing if sunlight is 
shining on them or in rainy 
weather.

By connecting a 24vdc relay to the gate operator it can also activate lights for 
1 or 4 minutes when ever the gate is opened.  see  “changing the lock/light 
output” section in step 8 for information on how to change this. 
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24v digital 
keypad or 
card access  
system

gnd
v+
com 1
n.o. 1
n.c. 1
com 2
n.o. 2
n.c. 2
com 3
n.o. 3
n.c. 3

teRmInatInG dIGItal keypad, CaRd aCCeSS, key SwItCh OR pReSS buttOn

osc

gnd
24v+

ped

key 
switch or
press 
Button

24v loop 
detector

gnd
v+
com
n.o.
n.c.

teRmInatInG GROund lOOp VehICle deteCtOR

open

gnd
24v+

twisted pair from wire 
loop in drivewaywire loop 

set in 
driveway

open

a digital keypad, card access system, key switch, press Button or any other 
clean contact normally open (no) device can be used to activate the gate.  if 
a digital keypad has two or more relay outputs, then these can be used for 
different operational functions such as open with manual close, open with auto-
close or pedestrian only access with auto-close. 

a ground loop must be used with a photocell to control the opening and closing 
of a gate.  if a vehicle wishing to exit drives over the ground loop the gate will 
open.  if the vehicle remains over the ground loop or the photocell light beam 
is broken the gate will remain open.  once both are clear the gate will auto-
close normally or if the photocell closing control is active (dip 3 on), will close 
immediately or can be delayed.  for incoming vehicles sharing the same gate 
the photocells closing control is inherited by the ground loop.
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osc

gnd

12vac/dc
relay

intercom with 
12vac or 12vdc 
output for 
electric strike lock

v+
gnd.
com
n.o.
n.c.

+

intercom
with
relay 
output

com
n.o.
n.c.

teRmInatInG an InteRCOm
intercoms are also use a normally open connection to the control board.  
intercoms will either have a relay output with clean contacts or output 12vac 
or 12vdc to directly operate an electric strike lock.  the later requires a relay 
available as an accessory and will work with both 12vac or 12vdc.

24v 7-day 
timer
gnd
v+
com
n.o. 
n.c. 

teRmInatInG a 7-day tImeR,  dIGItal keypad OR keySwItCh tO 
hOld the Gate Open.

open

gnd
24v+

key 
switch

com
n.o. 
n.c. 

24v digital 
keypad
gnd
v+
com
n.o. 
n.c. 

a 7-day timer, digital keypad, key switch or any other clean contact normally 
closed (nc) device can be used to hold the gate open.  Because this is a 
normally closed connection all devices must be off (contact closed) before the 
gate will close.  to hold the gate open any one device must remain on (contact 
open).  gate closure will occur once all contacts are closed and the auto-close 
delay has timed out. 
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teRmInatInG SepeRate Open, StOp and ClOSe p/bs
with some industrial applications it may be necessary to have three seperate 
press Buttons for opening, stopping and closing the gate.

osc

gnd

cls

stop

dip
switch
4 on

stop

close

open

gnd
24v+

stop

photocell
receiver

gnd
v+
com
n.o.
n.c.

photocell
transmitter

v+
gnd

teRmInatInG emeRGenCy StOp deVICeS
for industrial gates exposed to the general pedestrian 
traffic it is a good idea to install emergency stop 
photocells in area’s or possible entrapement or an 
emergency stop press button for staff. 

no p/B

nc p/B

emergency 
stop (nc p/B)

Before you can go any further you must power the gate operator up for the first 
time.  make sure the control board input shunts are On.  then plug the Batt/
dc in terminal in.

pOweRInG up FOR the FIRSt tIme
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at the top right hand corner 
of the control Board are 
three press buttons used for 
learning the remote controls 
codes for different actions.   

For Opening the gate with 
manual Stop and Close press 
the “osc” learn Button, a 
beeper will start beeping, then 
press a button on the remote 
control within range of the gate 
and the beeper will beep more 

step 5 - tune the remote controls in

Button a is the main button on the remote control 
for opening the gate.  the other buttons can be 
used for  other options or opening a garage door 
(e-gate rx-1 receiver required).

each remote control transmits a unique digital 
code.  Before the control board can respond, it 
must first learn this code and know what action 
to take.

remote control with open, stop and manual close

remote control open with auto-close.
if you do as above but use the “open” learn Button, the remote control will now 
open the gate only and it will close automatically after auto-close delay or close 
with an osc or close input.   

you can use one remote control button to open the gate with manual close 
(osc) and a second with auto-close (open) if you like.  Button a is handy to 
have with open only and auto-close for normal use and button B with open, 
stop and manual close in case you want to back a trailer in and don’t want the 
gate closing on you.

the control board can learn up to 60 seperate remote control buttons.

rapidly for a second to confirm it has been learned.  this button should now 
operate the gate.   repeat the same with all remote controls. 

osc open ped

osc p/B

if an on board receiver is used (not a stand alone receiver)
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to remove one remote control button press the osc learn button, a beeper 
will start beeping, then press the already learned remote control botton you wish 
to remove, the beeper will beep more rapidly for a second to confirm removal.

if you don’t have the remote control then you must remove all remote controls 
and re-learn the ones you have.  if you have a lot of remote controls then 
consider using the rx-mega stand alone receiver as it can learn up to 1000 
remote controls and individual remote controls can be removed even if it has 
been lost.

to remove all remote controls press and hold osc learn button for more than 
10 seconds (beeps) and the beeper will beep more rapidly indicating that all 
remote controls have all been removed.

removinG remote controls

user addinG remote controls at later date
if you have at least one remote control that operates your gate you can use this 
to tune in new remote controls without having to open the control box up.  this 
is done by pressing combinations of buttons together on the working remote 
control within range of the gate.  pressing Buttons a and d together is the same 
as pressing the “osc” learn Button on the control board, a and c together   is 
the same as pressing the “open” learn button and B and d for “ped” learn 
Button.  once you press any of these combinations you’ll hear the beeper in the 
control box beeping.  you can now press a button on a new remote control to 
get it to operate the gate.  

remote control buttons can also be deleted from memory this way.  as a safe 
guard not all remote control buttons can be deleted, using this method, there will 
always be one left working, so the end user can’t accidently delete them all and 
not know how to get it working again. 

remote controlled pedestrian entry
if your automatic gate is the only way in or out of your property you can allow user 
access on foot only, by having the remote control open the gate part way and 
closing automatically after a pre-set delay.  this delay can be set independantly 
from the vehicular entry auto-close delay see “changing the pedestrian-close 
delay” section in step 9. 

use the “ped” learn Button on the control board and any unused button on 
the remote control as you did above.  to set the amount the gate will open see 
step 7.
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the ‘learn open time’ function must  be 
run on the control board before the opera-
tor will work properly.  
 

if you wish to use the pedestrian 
entry feature then start by opening the gate 
by the desired amount using the osc p/B on the 
control board, other wise any position will do.        
   

to start the learn function make sure 
all dip switches are off then press the learn 
button and the Beeper will start beeping.  now press 
the osc p/B on the control board or remote control 
to start the function running.

once started the gate with motor 1 will start 
closing as it searches for the close stop, then if its a 
double gate will repeat the same for gate with motor 
2.  

when it finds a close stop it beeps rap-
idly for a second to confirm then start opening to find 
the open stop(s). 

learn

all dip 
switches
off

top rh corner of control board

top lh corner of control board

osc p/B

once the open stop is found the controller will beep rapidly for a 
second to confirm then if its a double gate repeat the same for the other motor 
then once this is complete go back to normal operation leaving the gate open.  

the controller will remember the open and close limits and 
pedestrian opening from this time on, even if the power is removed from the 
operator. the gate will slow down a lot more on closing than it does with open-
ing so the lock doesn’t bang as this can create a disturbance.  if you find it starts 
slowing too early repeat the above learn process but stop the gate opening 
short by hand.  this way during normal operation it will ramp down a little ear-
lier.  if you find it ramps down too early then repeat the above process but slow 
the gate down by hand a little while it learns the open time.  this way during 

step 6 - set Gate open and close limits
the gate will stop against the lock in the close position but also needs a hard 
stop in the open position. the gate can just open against the operator chassis. 
you then need to set the open time so the operator knows when to start ramp-
ing speed down for a slow stop and reverse if it is obstructed while operating.
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step 7 - activate and test accessories 

these shunts overide the normally closed inputs

learn

dip 
switches

osc

ant
gnd

open

gnd

cls

stop
pc

ped

24v+

OtheR OptIOnS FOR COntROl InputS dIp 1 On - activates auto-
close function for the osc  
control input or any remote 
control button that has been 
activated for osc operation.  
gate will close after preset 
auto-close delay. 

dIp 3 On - allows the 
photocell(s) to control closing 
of the gate immediately or 
after a preset photocell-close 
delay - default delay is 2 
seconds

dIp 4 On - changes the osc 
input so it can open the gate 
only.  ideal when there is a 
lot of users.  must be used 
with auto-close or the close 
control input to close the 
gate.

dIp 5 On - deactivates the 
auto-close feature for the 
open only control input.  
this is to allow this input to 
be used for a manual close 
for commercial installations.

dIps 2, 6,7 and 8 are spare 
and can be used to select 
special features that may be 
programmed into the control 
board.

any intercoms, key switches, press buttons or digital keypads connected to 
the osc, ped, or close inputs can now be tested.  the osc input opens, 
stops and closes the gate.  the ped input opens the gate part way, then will 
close automatically after the ped-close delay.  the close input closes the gate 
only.

any devices connected to the open, stop or pc inputs require their shunt to 
be removed before they will be active.  the open input opens the gate, will hold 
it open while on and will close automatically after auto-close delay once off.  
the stop input will stop the gate in any direction when ever it is moving.  the 
pc input will reverse the gate while closing only and hold it open while it remains 
on and will close automatically after close delay once off. 
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ChanGInG the autO-ClOSe delay

learn

dip 
switch
1 on all 
others 
off

top rh corner of control board

ChanGInG the phOtOCell-ClOSe delay

learn

dip 
switch
3 on all 
others 
off

top rh corner of control board

step 8 - fine tune Gate operator preferences

with dIp Switch 1 only On, press the leaRn 
button and the Beeper will start beeping, it is not 
necessary to hold the learn button.  now wait 
for the desired auto-close time and press the 
leaRn button again.  the Beeper will beep more 
rapidly for a second to confirm the new delay has 
been learned.

the Beeper beeps once a second, so if you count 
the beeps  you are counting seconds, handy if you 
want an exact time.

if you leave it beeping it will time out after 4 minutes 
and set this as the auto-close delay. 

with dIp Switch 3 only On, press the leaRn 
button and a Beeper will start beeping, it is not 
necessary to hold the learn button.  now wait for 
the desired photocell-close delay and press the 
learn button again.  the Beeper will beep more 
rapidly for a second to confirm the new delay has 
been learned.

the Beeper beeps once a second, so if you count 
the beeps  you are counting seconds, handy if you 
want an exact time.

if you leave it beeping it will time out after 4 minutes 
and set that as the delay.

if you want no delay just press the learn button 
twice within a second.

the dip switch and learn Button have a secondary purpose, which is to make 
changes to the control Boards preferences.  once the preferences have been 
set the dip switches should be returned back to the way the were for normal 
operation.
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ChanGInG the pedeStRIan-ClOSe delay

learn

dip 
switch
4 on all 
others 
off

top rh corner of control board

ChanGInG the lOCk/lIGht Output

learn

dip 
switch
5 on all 
others 
off

top rh corner of control board

with dIp Switch 4 only On, press the leaRn 
button and a Beeper will start beeping, it is not 
necessary to hold the learn button.  now wait for 
the desired pedstrian close delay and press the 
learn button again.  the Beeper will beep more 
rapidly for a second to confirm the new delay has 
been learned.

the Beeper beeps once a second, so if you count 
the beeps  you are counting seconds, handy if you 
want an exact time.

if you leave it beeping it will time out after 4 minutes 
and set that as the delay.

there are 6 modes of operation for the lock/light 
output including:

1. strike lock - comes on for 2 seconds on open
2. light timer 1 - comes on for 1 minute on open
3. light timer 4 - comes on for 4 minutes on open
4. open indicator - comes on when gate is open
5. Brake mode - comes on when gate is moving
6. clamp mode - comes on when gate is closed.

the factory setting for the lock/light output is 
mode1 for a strike lock  

with dIp Switch 5 only On, press the leaRn button and the control board 
will beep out the current mode ie. if the mode is 3 there will be 3 beeps, then 
there will be a pause for 2 seconds and it will start beeping again.  this is when 
you can change the mode by pressing the learn button at the desired beep ie. 
if you want to change it to mode 5 then press the learn button during the 5th 
Beep.  the control board will beep more rapidly to confirm the new setting .

if you change your mind half way through just don’t press the learn button 
again and it will time out after 6 beeps and no change will be made.
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ChanGInG the leVel OF SOFt StaRt and SOFt StOp 

learn

dip 
switch
6 on all 
others 
off

top rh corner of control board

ChanGInG the Gate ObStRuCtIOn SenSItIVIty

learn

dip 
switch
7 on all 
others 
off

top rh corner of control board

there are 16 levels of soft start/stop numbered from 
1 to 16. the factory setting is 8, 1 being least and 16 
being the most.   

with dIp Switch 6 only On, press the leaRn 
button and the control board will beep out the current 
level ie. if the level is 3 there will be 3 beeps, then 
there will be a pause for 2 seconds and it will start 
beeping again.  this is when you can change the 
level by pressing the learn button at the desired beep 
ie. if you want to change it to level 5 then press the 
learn button during the 5th Beep.  the control board 
will beep more rapidly to confirm the new setting.

if you change your mind half way through just don’t 
press the learn button again and it will time out after 
16 beeps and no change will be made.

if the gate is obstructed while operating it will stop 
and reverse away.  there are 6 different levels of 
obstruction sensitivity for the gate numbered from 10 
to 16. the factory setting is 12 with 10 being the most 
sensitive and 16 being the least.   

with dIp Switch 7 only On for motor 1 and 8 for 
motor 2, press the leaRn button and the control 
board will beep out the current level ie. if the level is 
12 there will be 12 beeps, then there will be a pause 
for 2 seconds and it will start beeping again.  this is 
when you can change the level by pressing the learn 
button at the desired beep ie. if you want to change 
it to level 15 then press the learn button during the 
15th Beep.  the control board will beep more rapidly 
to confirm the new setting.

if you change your mind half way through just don’t 
press the learn button again and it will time out after 
16 beeps and no change will be made.
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learn

all dip 
switches
on

top rh corner of control board

returninG to the factory settinGs

if you get into trouble and want to return everything 
back to the way it was before you started you can 
restore the factory settings by turning all dip 
switches on and pressing the learn Button.  the 
beeper will beep rapidly for a second to confirm the 
factory settings have been restored.

you must turn the dip switches off again before 
proceeding further.
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use the following checklist for scheduled maintenance of the swg-24v-ind-s 
gate operator

•	 gate hinges in good condition and lubricated
•	 gate swings freely with suitable clearance from ground/posts.
•	 gate hard stops in good condition
•	 gate operator and gate mounting bracket bolts/nuts are tight
•	 all arm joints loose but firm
•	 no oil leaks from gear boxes
•	 gear box drive cogs tight on shafts
•	 gear box mounting bolts/nuts tight
•	 manual release/torque limiter works correctly
•	 inside operator clean from insects, animal droppings, spider webs etc...
•	 ‘Baygon’ surface spray around operator (not on electronics)
•	 chain lightly oiled
•	 all electrical connections tight
•	 access/exit control devices work properly
•	 external safety devices work properly
•	 electric lock work properly
•	 check all components for corrosion

maintenance checklist

Maintenance Schedule depends on frequency of use as follows:

cycles per day     maintenance period

over 150    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    . each month

100 to 150    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .      every 2 months

50 to 100    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .   every 4 months

20 to 50    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .     every 6 months   

up to 20    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .     every 12 months

recommended maintenance schedule
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site name ..........................................................  access code.......................

site adress........................................................................................................
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..................... ...................... .......................................................................
..................... ...................... .......................................................................
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maintenance history
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accessories available

gate runs in the wrong direction - check the motor power wires are correct, if wired the wrong way 
around the operator will travel in the wrong direction.

gate runs for a short distance then stops - check the limit switch cabling, obstruction sensitivity 
level or the gate isn’t being overloaded by a stiff gate.

operator not working at all - check power cord or battery cable is plugged in.  check there is power 
at the gate.   check fuse on the control board. 

operator running slowly - check the power and the battery is connected properly and battery is 
charged.  a fully charged battery should be at 27.6vdc.  anything lower than 24vdc may be too 
flat to operate properly.

gate won’t work when first powered up - check the open input cable connections, check any 
device that may be connected to the open input or if nothing connected check the open inputs 
shunt is in place.

open, pc or stop inputs won’t work - check the shunt for these inputs has been removed.  these 
shunts overide the input preventing it from working, which is to save having to add wire loops.

remote control range drops some times - most likely caused by interference from some other device 
in the area using a similar frequency.  installing an external antenna can minimize the effects of 
interference, other wise if this doesn’t help the frequency of the remote controls should be changed.  
each remote control will need to be changed for a differnent frequency along with the receiver 
module plugged into the e-gate control or stand alone receiver board(s).  the receiver module is a 
small yellow board that plugs into the main board near where the antenna is wired in.  power should 
be removed form the operator before a receiver module is changed.  Both the remote controls and 
receiver modules come in either 433.92mhz or 315mhz, if you have interference problems with 
one frequency we can send you remote controls of the other frequency, which normally solves the 

trouble shootinG

swg-ind-ela extra long arm for very wide gate posts
swg-ind-cha channel arm for limited clearance (less than 600mm) behind open gate.
swg-ind-osa out swinging arm for outward opening gates.
tx-4   extra remote controls for either 433.92mhz (Blue) and 315mhz (white)
rx-1   stand alone receiver - to allow a garage door or another brand of gate  
  operator to be operated with the e-gate remote control ether 433.92mhz or  
  315mhz.
rx-mega  mega user receiver allows use of up to 1000 remote controls that can be  
  removed individually even if lost or stolen. 
ant-1   antenna for remote control ether 433.92mhz or 315mhz. 
Batt-tx   replacement Battery for tx-4 remote control
Batt-12v-7ah  replacement Battery for gate operator (two required for 24v)
Batt-12v-26ah Battery for extending continous operating time (2 required for 24v)
Batt-12v-65ah Battery for extending continous operating time (2 required for 24v)
st-130  wired single channel digital  keypad
vcB-12  voltage converter Board 16 to 24vac/dc in and 12v 500ma out
rly-12   relay Board 12vac/dc in and clean contacts rated at 60vdc/125ac 2a 
rly-24   relay Board 24vac/dc in and clean contacts rated at 60vdc/125ac 2a
pc-1    photocell 12/24vac/dc 15m outdoor
clamp-200kg small electro-magnetic clamp for single swing gates
clamp-400kg large electro-magntic clamp for single swing gates
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warranty
a 12 month Back to Base warranty is offered by grant’s automation for any defect in a gate 
operator system manufactured by grant’s automation or any third party component supplier to 
grant’s automation due to faulty workmanship or materials causing the operator to fail to work as 
specified in this installation and service manual.

should any fault occur during the first 12 months after the operator was purchased, it should be 
returned to the factory for repair or at the discretion of grant’s automation replacement at no charge 
under the following conditions:
1.	 proof of purchase is required ie. invoice or purchase details recorded by grant’s automation.
2.	 if an operator is not installed immediately after purchase, at the discretion of grant’s automation, 

the warranty may be extended to up to a maximum of 12 months after the date installed.
3.	 the operator has been installed and serviced according to this installation and service 

manual.
4.	 the operator has not been used for a gate larger, of a different type or higher frequency of use 

than that specified in this installation and service manual.  the gate specifications are required 
before any claims will be accepted.

5.	 the operator hasn’t been used in a highly corrosive environment or has been exposed to 
contaminents that could cause the operator to fail. 

6.	 the operator has not been used for purposes other that it was intended for.
7.	 the operator has not been tampered with or modified by any party not authorised in writing by 

grant’s automation to do so.
8.	 the operator has not been damaged by any malicious act, accident, animals or adverse 

weather conditions beyond the control of grant’s automation.
9.	 a reasonable amount of care with handling or using the operator has been be taken.  


